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be considered as an occupation by which a^man can
amass money or acquire a return for capital. All
these regions swarm with the habitations of cottiers,
who gain a bare living out of the land. In the rest of
Ireland, wherever there is bog and mountain, the
same type of cultivation is found ; men often working
ground which is so stony that a plough cannot be used
on it. Even in the central plain, the result of such
labour can be seen on each side of the canal which
connects Dublin with the Shannon: , little patches of
reclamation creep out into the expanse of bog, A huge
part of the land which to-day supports human existence
in Ireland has been created by the effort of such petty
cultivators. They cannot properly be called farmers :
they have neither skill nor equipment; but they have,
as Mr. G. B. Shaw makes a personage say in John
Bull's Other Island, an industry that is not human :
it is like the labour of insects.
That there are vast numbers of these petty culti-
vators living always on the edge of want is the best-
known fact in Irish life: but it is no longer the dominant
fact. An uneconomic holding, that is, one which
cannot support the people on it, is now rare. And
the frugality as well as pertinacity of these cottiers
have enabled them to amass money in considerable
quantities. The sense of ownership has wrought
wonders : since there was no fear of rent being raised,
or imprisonment, in thousands of cases money that
would have gone in drink before, has gone into manures
or the like.
Rich or poor, the Irish farmer has to-day Ms principal
wealth in cattle: what he grows he grows to feed
himself and his stock. There are, however, two
exceptions. In Ulster the cultivation of flax is tradi-
ditionai It is a precarious crop, as the prices and
yield fluctuate greatly, but it may be richly profitable.
In Leinster, and to some degree in East Connaught,
the growing of barley for sale to brewers and distillers
is a large part of the farmer's work: Ms hopes depend

